
Videos 

 
ONTARIO FORAGE COUNCIL AWARD 2012 

 
DESCRIPTION: Breezy Ridge Farm, winner of the Ontario Forage Council Award 2012, shares its top five 

pasture management practices in this informational video. These practices include: use of high power 

electric fencing; diligently sticking to frequent rotations in the grazing system; use of temporary fence 

equipment to make the field size fit the flock size; use of predator dogs to minimize predation; and 24/7 

grazing to utilize the fields most effectively. Other Breezy Ridge Farm videos can be viewed 

here: http://www.youtube.com/user/rideausheep 
Audience: Novice+ Format: YouTube 

video 

Direct Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kC0s9AE_KWU Date: 2012 

SOURCE: Breezy Ridge Farm, Richmond, Ontario, Canada 

 
RFID TAGGING VIDEOS 

 
DESCRIPTION: Series of eight, instructional videos depicting best management practices for 

radio frequency identification (RFID) tags. 

Audience: Novice+ Format: YouTube 

videos 

Direct Link: https://www.cansheep.ca/Animal_Identification.html 

Date: 2011 
SOURCE: Canadian Sheep Federation 
 
MB Agriculture Sheep Webinars 

1. Sheep Handling Equipment - This webinar explains the use of low stress handling techniques and 
equipment. Well designed handling equipment and setup will allow a sheep producer to raise and 
manage more sheep on their farm, using less labour while minimizing stress to both the animal and 
handler.   
Sheep Handling Equipment 

  
2. Artificial Lamb Rearing – This webinar deals with milk replacer feeding and the management of 

orphaned lambs or those produced by prolific ewes on an intensive sheep operation.  We discuss milk 
replacer selection, milk preparation, the equipment required and sanitation practices to successfully 
rear lambs to weaning. 

  Feeding Milk Replacer to Lambs - Artificial Lamb Rearing 
   

3. Pregnancy Management – This webinar explains the technology involved for producers to identify ewes 
on their farm carrying multiple lambs allowing for more precise feeding and husbandry management.  

  Pregnancy Management  
   

4. Flock Health, production records and biosecurity – This webinar broadly discusses how to increase 
your ability to identify superior individuals within a flock to improve flock management and productivity. 
The production limiting disease Maedi Visna (MVV) and genetic Scrapie screening practices are both 
discussed as ways to identify disease resistance and improvement within the breeding flock.   

  Flock Health, Production Records and Biosecurity 
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